Fredrik Högberg

In composing his opera Luther, Kari Tikka sought to do for music what
Martin Luther had done for the Bible: to translate it into the language
of the people. During 15 years this popular work has been performed
numerous times in Finland, in English in Minneapolis and in German
in Berlin and Wittenberg.

Luther and his opponents
Tikka completed Luther in 2000, the “crazy year”
that saw the premiere of 17 new Finnish operas.
Luther was premiered in Helsinki on 8 December 2000 and has since been performed in several other Finnish cities, in English in Minneapolis
and in German in Berlin and in the Reformer’s
own church in Wittenberg.
The opera presents Martin Luther both as
a reformer and as an individual wrestling with
his own faith. It is in seven big scenes tracing
his life. His biggest opponent is Satan, who appears in diﬀerent disguises in the various scenes
– sometimes as Death, at others as one of the
most learned theologians of his day, Erasmus of
Rotterdam, or again as the Pope himself. In the
ﬁrst of the two Acts, the disputes raised by the
Reformation take the leading role; in the second,
Luther’s wife Katharina von Bora makes her
appearance.
The events take place at an interesting juncture in European culture, at the transition from
the Middle Ages to the Modern Era. As one of
his themes Tikka chose the Dance of Death of
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Film screens behind the musicians, soloists who interact with images of themselves,
scores including choreography or spoken dialogue, warm and irresistible humour...
Fredrik Högberg creates spectacular multimedia works.

A

humankind. The dancers are Satan, Sin, Law,
Death and Hell, given human appearance in
keeping with the medieval theatre tradition.

Music in the vernacular
Before the opera was premiered, Tikka said he
had sought to do for music what Luther had
done for the Bible; in other words, to translate
it into the language of the people. At no point
is there any Modernist monkish Latin; instead,
the music could be described as neo-tonal, in
an idiom often consciously archaic. The repetition of motifs and the persistence of the dancelike rhythms are evocative of Minimalism. The
Stravinsky of his Neo-classical period, from
Pulcinella right up to the Symphony of Psalms,
and the choral works of Carl Orﬀ also appear
to have left their mark. Stirring crowd scenes
alternate with quieter, meditative ones and discussion.

Kari Tikka
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ew people have made such a lasting impact on the ideological history of Europe as the German priest and father
of the Reformation, Martin Luther
(1483–1546). The 95 Theses he published in
autumn 1517 set in motion a wave of theological
disputes that would draw a clear spiritual dividing line through Europe and would inﬂuence the
way people thought and felt in many ways.
Considering the dominance of Luther’s ideas
in Finland, the fact that Kari Tikka (b. 1946)
chose the great Reformer as the topic of an opera is not altogether surprising. Tikka has been
conducting for many years at, among others,
the Finnish National Opera, and has composed
three operas of his own. They all have a strong
spiritual dimension, and he has also written other religious music.

Eeva-Liisa Saarinen and
Esa Ruuttunen in Luther

enjoys playing with expectations
and conventions

The keys chosen by Tikka for the opera carry
strong symbolic signiﬁcance. The key of death is
B-ﬂat minor, and that of mortal fear A minor;
the latter is, he says, literally a step down from
death. Life, by contrast, is tonally as far removed
from death as possible, a tritone away in E minor
or major.
The archaic-sounding Minimalism and the
beat of the Dance of Death are well suited to
the early 16th-century ambiance. Tikka underlines this by using a smallish orchestra with no
clarinets or French horns. The chorus occupies
a central role, and the audience can also join in
singing the unison hymns between the scenes,
thereby generating a community spirit. The one
diversion from the general archaic soundscape is
the Armolaulu (Grace Song), a popular religious
song composed by Tikka in 1976.
Despite telling the story of a religious reformer
and being a strongly denominational work, Luther
can also be interpreted at a more general, non-religious level, as the story of the path travelled by
anyone with ﬁrm faith in a particular cause. It also
raises questions; the dance with which the opera
begins, painting late-medieval visions of death, reappears in the closing scene. Like all true art, it not
only believes; it also doubts.
Kimmo Korhonen

January evening in Tonhallen in
Sundsvall. On the stage an orchestra,
a conductor and a soloist. Behind the
musicians there are three large display screens. The one in the middle shows a young
couple dancing. On the surrounding screens the
silhouettes of other dancing couples can be seen.
The Nordic Chamber Orchestra and the accordion virtuoso Jörgen Sundeqvist are playing,
what Fredrik Högberg deﬁnes as polystylistic
music in layer technique, where, among other
things, a couple of well-known Swedish accordion waltzes have been mixed in. The pictures on
the screens ﬂuctuate throughout the whole concert. We see log-driving, a man riding a bicycle,
bathing lovers, monotonous work in a factory,
and a great deal more.
Fredrik Högberg’s latest work, The Accordion
King,
pays homage to the accordion virtuosos who lived and worked in the same part of
northern Sweden where Högberg himself lives,
and at the same time shows us fragments of
times gone by.

A great sense of humour
Midway through the concerto the orchestra falls
silent and a commercial is shown on the screen,
informing us that the sheet music for Worker
Malin’s Waltz, a piece of music in traditional
style included in the work, is for sale in the foyer.
Fredrik Högberg enjoys playing, both with the
audience’s expectations and the conventions of
art music, and does it with a great sense of humour. Other examples are when the trombonists in Konzert für Zwei Posaunen
play facing
each other with a rubber band fastened between
their slides, and when the trumpeter in The
Poem reads poetry, does magic tricks and juggles.
There is always time for a laugh. But there is
seriousness and depth too, which has become
increasingly obvious. As in his Melodram, for the
saxophone quartet Rollin’ Phones and baritone
Olle Persson, where he has not only written the
music, but also the text. Both bear witness to his
more vulnerable and sceptical sides.

Working with multimedia
What has singled him out during these last few
years is his predilection for working with multimedia.
“It is time for structural changes in classical music as well”, says Fredrik Högberg. “In
the modern times in which we live there are a
great many technical possibilities – so why not
take advantage of them? I actually believe that
everything the Internet and the computer do for
creativity is an even bigger revolution than the
printing press! To have a computer and only use
it to make music would be like having a guitar
and only playing on one string!”
Consequently, Högberg has gradually acquired
the know-how to work with ﬁlm, edit, record
sound, animate, even to a certain extent to choreograph – after having collaborated on many occasions with the dance company Norrdans.
The multimedia features should not be seen as
some kind of accompaniment to the music, or vice
versa. No indeed, Fredrik Högberg is careful to
point out that he works with universal art-works
in which all parameters are equally important.
“For me colour, movement, story line, pitch and
rhythm are all on equal footing. My works can be
just listened to, the music must be good enough
to stand by itself, but some of my works I would
not even want to have issued on record since the
visual element is just as important.”
Sometimes a lot happens on the screens, other
times the images function more as a background.
“This is my way of ‘orchestrating’ – shifting focus between soloist, orchestra and screens, in the
same way as you in your orchestral score may shift
focus between the strings and the woodwind. “
Also, acts of creativity are paralleled – one day a
ﬁlm recording, the next day composing, etc.

A whirlpool of unexpected ideas
Högberg stresses the importance of not always
knowing in which direction everything is going.
Instead he sometimes lets chance and circumstances decide. As when he, for his concerto
for piano, Ice Concerto
, was going to ﬁlm a
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Tikka’s opera presents Luther
both as a reformer and controversial individual

burning piano falling from a great height onto
the ice of the river Ångermanälven. The plan was
to ﬁlm the piano as it went through the ice, and
later to play the ﬁlm backwards on stage. But the
ice was too thick and the piano was left standing
on it. Fredrik Högberg was, however, reported
to the police for a serious case of environmental
crime. The charge was dropped, but he realised
that the story could attract attention to what was
happening with the glaciers at the poles.
In Ice Concerto, which was nominated for the
Nordic Council’s Music Prize 2014, we are shown
images and ﬁlms on screens creating atmospheres
with colours and animated dancers. We also get to
see the piano crash-landing on the ice.
Many artists appreciate collaborating with
Högberg. ”His brain is like a whirlpool of unexpected ideas”, says clarinetist Martin Fröst,
who has had several works written especially
for him (Invisible Duet, Dancing with Silent Purpose, Plast Musikk), including interaction with
video-projections and choreography. Other artists who have collaborated with Högberg are
Christian Lindberg, Ole Edvard Antonsen,
Niklas Sivelöv, Malena Ernman and Øystein
Baadsvik. Högberg is presently in the process
of writing a violin concerto for Isabelle van Keulen also including ﬁlm.
What is it like, then, to stage a multimedia
work by Fredrik Högberg?
“It is not at all diﬃcult today”, he says. “Modern
concert stages have the required technology, for
instance projectors and surround sound.”
Looking to the future he sees further possibilities. Like communicating with the audience
directly through their smart phones and let the
concert continue also after they have left the
concert hall. “I want to challenge and develop the
concert format”, says Fredrik Högberg.
Ingela Hofsten

Footnote:
• Accordion King was premiered by the Nordic ChO/
Niklas Willén/Jörgen Sundeqvist on 22 January
in Kramfors, Sweden.
• Ice Concerto received its German premiere by the
MDR Leipzig SO/Kristjan Järvi/Niklas Sivelöv at
Gewandhaus Leipzig on 22 January.
• Konzert für Zwei Posaunen will receive its German
premiere on 24 July in Laeiszhalle Hamburg with
Schleswig-Holstein Festival Orchestra and Christian
Lindberg and Nils Landgren as soloists.
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